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W111poK0B M.1,1. E4-91-284 
noKaJllllJal..llllA cpepMIIIOHa Ill nplll'llllHHOCTb 

PaccMaTplllBaeTCA JaAa'la O CKOpOCTIII pacnpocTpaHeHIAA cpepMIIIOHa OT 

IIICTO'lHIIIKa AO AeTeKTopa. noKaJaHa HenplllMeHIIIMOCTb npocTei1wero JlOAXOAa 

B BIIIAe JaAa'llll O pacnJlblBaHIIIIII naKeTa CB060AHOi1 'laCTllll..lbl (Xerepq>eJlbAT 

Ill Ap.) BBIIIAY HeBoJMO>KHOCTIII JlOKaJllllJal..lllllll cpepMIIIOHa B KOHe'lHOM 06beMe. 

npeAJlO>KeH Apyroi1 JlOAXOA, IIICJlOJlbJYIOLl..lllli1 KBaHTOBo-nonesoe on111caH111e 

IIICTO'lHIIIKa Ill AeTeKTOpa cpepMIIIOHa. YcTaHosneHcf, 'lTO CKOpOCTb pacnpocTpa

HeHIIIA cpepMIIIOHa He npeBblWaeT CKOpOCTIII CBeTa B npeAenax TO'lHOCTIII JlOKa

JllllJal..lllllll IIICTO'lHIIIKa Ill AeTeKTopa. 

Pa6oTa BblJlOJlHeHa B na6opaTop111111 Teopern11ecKoi1 q>IIIJIIIKIII 01,1 A 1,1. 

TipenpHHT 061,eAHHE!HHoro HHCTHTyTa HAepHbIX HCC1IeAOBaHHH . .Uy6Ha 1991 

Shirokov M.I. E4-91-284 
Fermion Lqcalization and Causality 

The velocity of a fermion (neutrino) propagation from its source to its 

detector is investigated . It is shown that a simple approach to the problem in 

terms of the quantum packet spreading (Hegerfeldt et al.) is not applicable 

because the fermion cannot be localized in a bounded space region. Another 

approach is elaborated which uses relativistic quantum field description of the 

fermion source and detector. It is demonstrated that the velocity of the fermion 

propagation does not exceed the light velocity C within the precision of the 

source and detector localization. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 

Physics, JIN R. 
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Introduction 

Relativistic quant~ theory has.a. trouble, its.simplest mani-, 
feetation being the instantaneous spreading of the-free par
ticle packet~Let the particle be localized somehow ·in a bounded 
region Vs at a moment t = o. Immediately after the moment the 
particle can be found in a region ½, · ~ separated from · £f 
by an arbitrary distance R , see e.g. /I-B/. Thie means that 

it ie possible t~ transmit a signal from Vs to \16 with :th~ super- · 
luminary velocity. So one deals here with the problem of compatibi;.. . ·. 
lity of.the bae:i.c postulates of,quantum theory and special-~elati
vity. · 

The acaueal probability to find the particie at ½ · et · 
t< R/~ turns out ,to be very s~~ll --if CR - ct)· exceeds the par-
ticle Compton wave-length' ·· )i· = h/mc·, see /'J,5/. The;efore; the• 

acau~ality ·ie particula7iy prominent in the ca_ees of low maee (or . 

maeeleee) particles such as. the photon or.the neutrino. As to the 
photon, one meets problems with its localization_, _see e.g. /IO,II/; 

so.the photon packet spreading problem is-ill defined. In spite of 
this the velocity of the photon propagation has been investigated· 

· since I9JO by using a more realistic approach' than in /I-9/. For · 

: in~tance, an excited atom localized in .V., wa·s considered as a_ 
photon sour9e. Another (unexcited) atom locali~ed in ¼ . 
served ae a photon detector. For the relevant papers, see· /I2I·. The 

·. list of references of this review can be supplemented by the papers 
· /IJ-2I/ · . • The result of .. these investigations can be formulated as 
·follows_', if the problem ie .properly stated and accurately calcula-· 
ted,then the velocity of the signal transmission by means of the 
photon does not exceed the velocity C ·:-. 

Let us stress that the problem arises only if particle obser
vables 'are involved. 'The quantum fieida and observables constructed 

· in their terms (e.g., electric and magnetic fields, m9mentum and 
energy denaiUee of the field, current density) behave causally in 
local theo;ies, see1 e.g.,_f22 •I2 , 23f._ However, this· do~a not secure 

the causal behaviour of the observables constructed from the positi
ve energy parts· of the fields, i.e. observables pertinent to the 
particle interpretation of quantum fields. 

, . /,~- . 
Here I investigate the propagation of a fermion, using neutrino 

ea _an example. Several possible statements of.the problem are gi

ven in Sect. I in the ord~r of ~ncreaaing .,e~erality. It ie shown in 
Sect. 2 why the simplest variants used in ·.+ 5 / and /G/ cannot be , 
exploited in the fermion case. The reason ie that 'tihe free Dirac's. 

2, .· ·. 



fermion cannot be strictly localized in a bounded region. An 
approximate or "effective" localization of the fermion is possible 
but only within the precision not exceeding the fermion Compton 
wave-length A 

Sect. 3 presents my approach. As in the photon case, it is 
grounded on the possibility of effective localizing the nonfree 
fermion within a region with dimension much less than A 
For instance, the electron or neutrino originating from j3 
radioactive nucleus are emitted from the nucleus volume· ,its dimen-
sion being much smaller than 1'e or A., • To describe the 
processes of neutrino creation in ¼ and detection in \6, 
I use the Heisenberg picture of quantum field theory with the 
four-fermt"on weak interaction. The result of the calculation turns 
out to be causal : neutrino propagation velocity does not exceed 
C within the precision of the neutrino localization by its source 
and detector. 

I. Forms of the Relativistic Causality.Criterion 

The simp_lest formulation is packet spreading. Let ~ 
describe one free particle, localized at t = 0 in a volume ¼ so 
that the probability of finding it outside¼ is zero. Then 

I<~ I CRlt!)/1= (CPsrd/%)< cp!I) I CfsftJ) = < CJ}{t)/ t-11 ~tt)) 

(I) 

is the probability of finding the particle at the moment t;> O 

in a state cp~ , lo~alized in a region \6, at a distance R 
from Vs. H is the particle Hamiltonian, P.1 is the projec-
tor on the one-particle state <P,0 • According to special re1a
tivity, the probability (I) must vanish at t < R/c. Different 
variants of the formulation were· used in /I-7 /. 

Let us generalize it. 
a) ·one may replace P, in (I) by another particle ·observable 

X; which is in a sense localized in ~ • If the particle 
is described by a quantum field, then X.i, · may be the operator of 
the number of particles in ½ , e.g. see /24/ • Then, 
<'Prlt} / X, I {{Jr (t)) would be the average number of particles 
in V.21 at the moment t which alf!O niust vanish at t < R/c . 

b) Real particle interacts with other particles, the interac
tion be_ing described. usually by a local quantum field theory. 



Then, the probability of finding particle in Vii at t_ > O may not 
vanish even if' there was no particle initially(_let~denote the initial 
no-particle state). For instance, the particle can appear in ~ 
as a virtial one {together with other particle). The probability 
must be considered as the "background" one, e.g. see /I2 •231 • Let the 
state~ differ from tP,, only by the presence of one additional par
ticle in ~ at t = 0 • The difference 

.a X~ (t J = < lPs {t J J Xs; I cps{t) '> -< Cf{ {t) I ~ I cp,, u J > 
(2) 

would be nonvanishing entirely due to the presence of the initial 
particle' in~ , other causes of the particle appearance in ~ 
being excluded in (2) • The ·difference must vanish if t < R/cx), 

One may rewrite {2) as 

4 X..0{t):: < £Ps / X~{t) / lfJs) - ( C/Jc / 4(t} / CJJe) 
iHtx -iHt \Ct)= e 1) e, : (3) 

Here X:bCt) is the Heisenberg operator corresponding to t, . 
Its calculation may happen to be simpler than solving the Schroedin
ger equation in order to find CfJ.s(t} • 

c) The localization of the initial particle in ~ is the re
sult of a preraration proc~ss. Its idealized description can be 
included in theoretical formulation of the discussed problem. For 
instance, an excited atom can be considered as a source of locali-

zed photon state, the photon being the signal carrier. A theoretically 
simpler source is an external current localized in ¼/I2I. The exter
nal current.is a prescribed function of time which does not change 
when emitting photons. In sect.3, I shall use an external source? of 

the fermion which carries the signal.Now 

ax~=< cpo I X-;(t} I tpG),;. < cpo I ~(t) I cpc) 
(4) 

is the change of the observable X!l) which is due to the switching on of 
I 

the external source. Here X~(t) is the Heisenberg operator (coin-
ciding with X.D at t = O_) when the source has been switched on, 

Xl> ( t) is the "background" Heisenberg operator when the source 
has not been switched on·. 

xJin order to compare ('PsCt} I xi) I CJ), Ct) 
with the background, one 

ought not use just.the difference: one may consider its ratio 
instead. But it is the difference which is simpler to caiculate. 
For instance,{f/1/i-J/)'4 /fP:[tl} and (tp,_.{t)/ X.2,/9-UtJ) may contain 
divergencies which are absent in their difference. 

4-

d) The appearance of the si"p.:r.a 1 carrier in ~ can be detected 
by observing the change of the state of other particles in Vil , 
the chan~e being the consequence of their local interaction with 
the signal carrier. In particular neutral particles can be detected 
by means of charged ones. So one can replace X_., in {2)-(4) by ot
her observable:.:~ which are constructed in the same manner as X.D 
vut from the operators of other particles. Of course, ~ must be 
localized in V.z, in a sense. The vanishing of 

A Y2>(t}== < cpc I ½'uJ- ~{t) I tp.,) ( 5) 

at t < R/c is the example of the general form of the causality 
criterion: no chanp.:e in '4, (as compared to the background) 
can be till the moment R/c. 

2. Fermion Localizability 

2.I. The description of localization of the signal source 
and detector needs a notion of coordinates. The special relativity 
theory uses coordinates X, f measured by rods and watches, i.e. 
the Minkowski coordinates, MC. The derivatives in the Klein-
Gordon or Dirac equations are over just the MC. The coordinates are 
used also as parameters, numerating the field degrees of freedom 
A(x,t) • y;tx,t) etc. The locality of interaction of the fields is 
defined by using MC. 

Other ·coordinates are also discussed in relativistic quantum 
theory, namely particle position operators and their eigenvalues, 
e.g., see the review 1251 • Their properties (henniticity,transfor
mation properties, etc.) are usually discm¾sed in the framework 
of the theory of one free particle (an example of the exception is 
the paper 1261 ). However, the main problem in this topic is the re
levance of the position operators to the outcomes of real measuring 
devices. The relevance is obscure because the particle interacting 
with the measuring device is not free. 

In the problem of signal transmission the choice of a coordi
nate is dictated by the following reason.-One deals with the special 
relatiV:ity requirement "Rignal velocity must not exceed c "• The 
velocity must be defined in terms of MC and just the coordinates 
must be used. 

2.2. The packet spreading problems, which are discussed in 
/I-S/, need the initial state~ which is strictly localized within 
a bounded region. However, positive-energy states of the free 
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Dirac fermion are described by the spinors 'fl,,., (;J which cannot van
ish outside a bounded region V, see Appendix A.In other words, there 
exists no free spinor </Is such that psO)=::i'..,.. { ~,S{i<)/.:! would 
vanish outside V • 

The theorem "Violation of Causality" by Hegerfeldt JG/ allows 
nonlocalized initial states, but the state a~lowed by the theorem 
hae the yroperty of fS(x) decreasing as txl--- oa faster than 
ei<p(- ki i xl),where ki > .2m ( then one can realize the condition ( I) 
from 161 or (2I) from 111 ). But this decreasing is forbidden for 
fermionic states, as is shown in Append ix A. 

2.3. The papers /I-7/ define the probability of finding the sprea

ding particle in the volume \/using the expression{~(t), N., q{{t)) 
which in the case of the Dirac fermion asm.:mes the .foru 

<f7tJi.fvf~J) = { Pi.t I Y-j}(x,tJ/\ Nv = f,,, cl3x ~. t~11>U,f' J - (6) 

This is the limit of the sum of probabilities to find the partic

le in the states lf''lll) localized in small volumes V;_ which form the 
volume V : V:::. '5., \I; • The related measurement must reduce ,J/(t) 

, · ! /27 28/ in each measurement act to one of the states 'f'· , supp 'f' = V.· ' • 
There are reasons to suppose that no such measurements exist in the 
case of a fermion because there exist no physical means to localize 
strictly the fermion within an arbitrary small volume V,· • This is 
true, e.g, for the measurement which reduces to free fermion sta
tes. The paper 181 argues the impossibility of such a fermion locali
zation by means of a bounding potential. 

There exists another expression for the probability of finding 
the particle in a volume V: 

If d\ ~,. <p;+ {i) tf: [x, t )/2 = / < If v / fs{d) /2 • 
(7) 

It corresponds to the measurement which reduces ijl 5(x, t} to the 
states 'f'v which is localized in V , the approximate localization 
being now allowed. The state <fJil is determined by the concrete 
measurement proces?• If one represent <JI as 2, </J' , then (7) 
would depend on <f1 phases while (6) does not depend -on them. 
Expression (7) is allowed for fermions, and it was used in (I) and 
shall be used in sect. 3 below. 

2.4. Let us comment the causality criterion used in 19,6, 11 • 
It states that the probability of finding the particle at the moment t 
within a sphere V of the radius (" must be less than the probabi
lity of finding the particle at t=O within the sphere Vt which has 

6 

the same centre as V does but has the radius r = r + ct (or to 
find it within a larger region containing½, 161 ). Note, first, that, 
the definitions (6) of the probabilities (criticized above) were used 
in 19 •6 •11• But it is more important to stress that this criterion 
differs· from the requirement "signal velocity cannot exceed C "be
cause the measurements related with the criterion do not determine 
any signal velocity. 

2.5. There are empirical facts which give evidences for the 
existence of much better fermion localization than that permissible 
for the free fermion. For instance, one may conclude that neutrino 
emerging from the process e-+ Be ➔ 1.1.· -t- r~ ti was localized at 
Rome instant of time in the volume of the nucleus'whose dimension 

is much smaller than Av.Lt is possible also to detect neutrino in the 
region with dimension << ~v , e.g., using the known reaction 
v~ Ce ➔ Ar-1-e- • Note that the localization of a nucleus as a whole 
also can be realized within the prectsion << tlv (e.g., in the 
crystal lattice). In these examples, the neutrino is not free; it 
is created or absorbed. The related localization measurement cannot 
be described entirely by classical means because the description of 
the creation or absorption needs quantum field theory. Using the theo
ry I shall describe the first stage of the neutrino localization in 
which the neutrino transforms into heavier and easier detectable 
particles. As to the measurement of the latter, I use the usual pos
tulates of the quantum measurement theory 127 •28I. 

3. Neutrino propag4~ion velocity 

The form d) of the causality criterion is used. Signal carrier 
is the neutrino. It is supposed to be detected using 
the process of the type V+ C€- llr+ e- • The related elementary 
reaction is V-1- n ... p+e-, where n.. is one of the nucleus 
neutrons x). It is bounded, stable and is localized effectively in 
the nucleus volume Vn. • The occurrence of the reaction is supposed 
to be detected by the observation of the resulting electron. All 
particles v,n,p,e are described by quantized fields and the inter
action Hamiltonian is taken in the Fermi four-fermion form /3I,32/: 

x) 
The small probability of ·the reaction is irrelevant to the super-
luminary velocity trouble considered. If the probability of the 
superluminary velocity does not vanish within the measurement er
rors (however small it be), then there arises the logical paradox 
in the framework of the special relativity:the effect may abolish 
its cause 129 •301• 
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G/[i [ fr {) tf'n f,. (J f., T 1/1 n {/ lf,o f., 0 l/{ ] (8) 

{one may have in mind the V-A variant). 

As an observable~ of the form d), I take the operator of the 

number of electrons in a state y;~ which is approximately localized 

in and near a volume v,2) ' Vn C ~ ' see Appendix B. 

\=A; A:o A r ·1 - t1)£,"" 1- A 1·~) ~ = J d ;it di" 1 /" xJ 'I" )'- , 

~r S d\( I vi,: Cx) ii= i { 112,,, 11:l)~ t_ =-1 

Arl'l-)=Jd 1pir atr "-J.{p, 1jex1{1/i): 

= f d1
)( ~ .. n/'" 6,j) i.fe tj). 

(9) 

(IO) 

{U) 

Here Afl is the part of the electron-positron field </{ vihich 
annihilates electrons, 11 is the operator projecting onto this 

part, see Appendix B. 

The average of A) A_., in a state cp is equal to the number of 

electrons in Cf' , irrespective of the presence of other particles 

in ':P • As there can be only one electron in the state cp 2 , the 

average is simultaneously the probability of finding the one- elect

ron state 'f~ in 'P {for more details see 1331 , sect. 4). 
The source of the neutrino (localized in Vs ) ia described by 

the prescribed Grassmann function ?(x) 
Dirac equation for the neutrino field 

{ -'/!4 ::JI" + m ) f,,, = ~ + .. . 

• It is introduced in the 

__,. 

by analogy with inserting an external current J into the equa-

tion for electromagnetic potential A Q A = J + ... 
This is equivalent to the addition of the term f 'f'.,,-t ~? 

to the interaction Hamiltonian (8). The function ?(x, t) is localized 

in the volume ~ and is switching on at the moment t = O, being 
zero before. 

Unlike the neutrino source reaction e+ Be-•1.i tf~V the exter
nal source q can create antineutrinos together with neutrinos 

(and also annihilate them). However, only the neutrinos. are detected 
by the process V+ n ➔ p+e- ,and therefore, the signal transfer 
from Vs to V;, is realized by the neutrino only. 

JoI. Now the proble~ consists in the calcUlation of the change 
of the number of electrons, approximately localized in½, which is 

8 

due to the switching on of the neutrino source in ¼ 

L). N~{t) =- < cp I A},.lt)Al {f) -A;}(t}A-2 (t} I Lp), (I2) 

where cp ita the state "one neutron and no other particles"; AJ (t) 

is the Heisenberg operator (coinciding at t=O with the Schroedinger 
one /'2 , see (9)) in the case when the total HamiltonianH contains 

besirleR the free part H~, the interaction 

Hr = i 8 l ·+- i cf.,, 1- ij., ? 
(!3) 

and A1;[t) is the "bRcki;round" Heisenberg operator of the case 

'l= 0 , A:i> ( t = C ) = A~ , The "backgrounp:" in ( I2) originates, 

e.g., from electronR which can appear in V;o at t> 0 due to the pro

cess n-> p+e-~ V , the process being the virtual one because n is a 

stable bounded neutron. 
To calculate (I2) one has to find the Heioenber~ operators 

fe'l l~t)and <fe l~t) because 

Ajl) {t) = Jd 3 -,; 2f' r;· (x)f d:; 2.., n;~ V (X, i) 0'!·" Cit) ( I4) 

see (9) and {II). Note that /7 may be omitted in (I4) because /7'fiJ= r, 
see App. A and B, 

"To find the Heisenberg operator <f12 ( x, t) "means expressing it 

in terms of all Schroedinger operators cr,,(xJ, lf.,Cq lft,{XJ, y-;, r~·, 
or, equivalently, in terms of the Schroedinger creation-destruction 

operators (because the former can be expanded in terms of the letter, 

see (20) below ). This expression allows one to calculate (I2) sir.ce 

we know how to calculate averages of the creation- dePtruction ope

rators in the state cp 
I 

see below, 

J.2.So we need equations for the HeiRenberg operators '.ff~ their Ro-

lutions. The equations can be obtained by using 'f =-l[ <f, H.]: 

l-i.(1,'dr + m.,.)tf,,,,, =? - G-/rz /)fr11 [f,,,, Oft?]' (IS) 

{-i [,,· }· + mi:! ) re,l = - (;Iii [ 'ff? 0 </'r.7 ] (j y.J.,? ' (I6) 

(-if i' ~~ -rm,.--,. l/ (i.)) r,,
7 

=- C--JJi. Q tfp? [ (j.,,1 0 '{e7]. < I7) 

The equation for rn is similar to (I7) ; ll (x) ifl the 
effective potential which binds nucleons ir. the nucleus. The equati-
one for the "background" Heisenherr; operators <f without the sub-
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', 

!!:I 

,, 
'!'1 

script ? 
on for cf.,

) differ on::.,,v by omission of the term ? ir, the equati-

Let us rewrite the equatim:s in the following integral 
e.g. see /34,35/ 

fv? 6, t)-== if/(~ t) -t- £ tdy .. /ti J S,,, t ~-.1 ) fr:; J ·t-
·t. - -

+ 9L d~.j d3
J ~ { "-Y) [ </\, {J) 0 t/;i/ 1 ).l {J 1!11,/J) , 

form, 

( 15') 

%/x,t}=Cfj/(x,t) +Jl~JJdj ~{x-y)[0l:1)0il,,/yJ]Dlf~/JJ, (I6') 

The equations for lf P? and If,,? are similar to (I6 •), let 
us call them equation (17') and (I8'), respectively. The following 

notation g: GNi ' X :(x, t) ' y ;:,{i, t I was used; f 1 are solu-
tions of the corresponding Dirac equations in the case 7 = 0 and 

G = 0 ( "free solutions"). They can be represented as 

y; ft Y., t; = JP), r-i s l;,, ; x: o) r 6· > (I9) 

see, e.g., (8.67) in /JI/. It follows from (19) that ff(x,tj coinci

des at t = 0 with the scru:oedinger operator yi{x) • Therefore,_ 

the Heisenberg operator <jl{X, t) at t = O also coincides with tp{x) 
the integrals in the r.h.s. of (15'), (I6') vanish at t = 0 • In 

the following I use another known representation of y,d as the 

expansion over (Schroedinger) creation-oestruction operators, e.g. 

r/tx/) = J tl lpr, [u{p,r)e ,"(fx-~, t)Clr + ·v-rp,r) e <'{i'; + '7-'tt:-}. (20) 

Here Ep.:: Vp2 tml. • Analogous expansions fo'r <J!,i1 and lf/ must 
contain spinors U. and tT which are the solutions of the time

independent Dirac equations with the nucleon potential. So the ex

pansion must contain also the sum over bounded states. 

One can represent the Heisenberg operators 'f (~t) in terms 

of tpl[x,t) using the perturbation approach described in136 •371 • 

Simultaneously, the Heisenberg operators will be represented in terms 

of the Schroedinger ones f{x) or a,b+, see (19), (20). 

Let us expand 

m(x),==,2°'" o",uln)(x) 
T ,,%~ r T , 

insert the expansion in (I5') -

Xa(x,t) (21) 

(IS') and collect together terms ha-

IO 

I, 

j 

! 
' l 

1 

'] 
' ~1 

I 
I 
! 

vine the same power of :J 

.,(Q} - f f 
<{117 - tf'v "t S"v~ 

lfl{o) : t!Jf _ 1/J i<1I 
re9 Te - "fe 

\'le obtain 

y:,01::: ,pf , 

ur ,01 - ,1d - ill taJ 
i""l - '" - [h , 

tfv;" = f sit ~ r/ r r/ a r! 1 : u.J /I) rv J 

{I} f -f 1 · fJ t/J{O} <fe1 == Se [ If;, 0 If/,, l!J 1v1 

(22) 

(23~ 

(24) 

(25) 

ill. (1) t/J. (1) (v) 
Note tha.t re differs from I i') , see ( 25), bees.use f.,

1 
differs 

from f/'' 1 , see (22): 

rt <xJ = f tt"/1 Se {y.-yJ Cf/ t~J c; ,;;/ti/ J & f/t5J · c26> 
3.3. Now one can calculate A/Ve , see (I2), (14), in the 

first nonvanishing approximation. Using '{e? : ff+ J- 't,{1) q1. </{J.) 
and analogous expansion for <f'e , one obtains ,;7 + ri "f 

4 }/e(t} =! Jli<J./31.1 ~jJ 'f:_,.(t'). 

< cp / fepp {-;, t) l/fe?c( {x; t} - '/le; [x, t) tfeo1. G; t J) r; fx):: 
(27) 

=. J dlx f ,l3x' 1/''J t ( cp / iv.{o)t ,o(o/ - ?Ul&J+ ,/J l•') 
it,z 'f'e'l Te re t 

+ a ( 1u{o}f,ultJ _ ,uMf ,11u') 
cf re1 Te1 Te re + c.c. + 

+ t· l rt',. 'ft°' - <ft't r/-,) -t- c. c. + 
+- o'- { 7 ,w,l w 01 _ 11/111-t 111iJ) l cp ) 11J

2 • 
" Tei1_ Tl? Te Te: T )' {o) {.:) 

The term o:r the order 90 disappears in (27 because tfe? =~ 
see (23). In all the terms of (27) one may replacetf;'=-rt=-rl·by 
the positive-energy part nyJ/ , see the note after (I4). The 

part gives zero when acting on 'P : nf/ cp=.o and ~tp /{11tf/f=O 
(recall that 'P is no-electron state). Therefore, the terms tvfj J. 

and also the next to the last term in (27) disappear. So using 
(25) and (26) and noting that ( cp /Si tp)=O if S contains an odd 
number of fermion operators, one obtains 

t.Ue(tJ=<tp/¥?_+-R_fcp>= lll<.CPl/2., (28) 
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1-

R= ]d 1
/ r~t(;c')f dJ s~ {;c'-J)[ r/ lj} l)tf! t:)] 0 [tl'zS,,t,-1}f(2}- (29) 

-f r 
The vector R(prvfp tf,! Cf) in (28) contains components of two 

types: I} one proton in all possible states, no other particles 
( if/ creates the proton, <f,/ annihilates the initial r.eutron); 
2) one proton plus one antineutron in all possible states plus the 
initial neutron ( 'fnf creates an antineutron). All components I) are 
orthogonal to all components 2) and 

a Ne(t) = A !J,CtJ +- 1J. Ali.Ct}= II R, q.)//.1. + II R1 cplJz, 

II R, cplJl == Irr I fd1 )( '/12
1"6. I t "J., f d j Se { )I -1) Ur l:J )e ,£1'/• 

Q uh l:J) e-"'=•8~ e f/r; hf f ti1~ .f., l)- z} prz) /
2 

• 

(JO} 

( 3I) 

Here Urr l fj-) is the proton spinor of the energy '=,, ; u,. f!J) is the 
initial neutron spinor of. the energy f 11 Gm,, • The quantity AAf/tJ== 
~UR1 'P// 2 is the inclusive probability to find the electron of 
the process V-t- n➔ fH•e- in the state rp2 : one does not observe the 
proton and therefore, the summing1:rr must be performed over all pro
ton states; tJ.lv;_{t)::: II Ra.•tp//2- is the inclusive probability of finding 
the electron of the prcoeess v+n ➔ n-t-p-t-n+e·(or V➔ h+p+e· becau
se the initial neutron is not affected). This process takes place 
in the finite time interval (0, t ) and neutrino and electron states 
are not plane waves. Therefore, the energy-momentum conservation does 
not forbid the process absolutely.One can avoid the discussion of the 
contribution.d N,_ assuming that our detecting measurement a flows one 
to separate the probabilit) JAfi to find the electron without the 
accompanying antineutron x. 

3.4. Let us discuss the obtained result for Ll,½[t)=/1 R,CP//: In the 
r.h. s of ( JI) one has the product of the function Glq):::.f'l"J:1

0
faJ2 S;,<'j-J) ?l~ 

and the function U11 Lj}-=u.hlg)etp{-iEn~•I• The function" S,,,{y-:iJ is 
known to vanish if the interval (y - z )2 is space-like, e.g., 
see 1391 • Therefore, 0l9) vanishes outside the future light cone 
of ½ • The latter is defined as the set of points fl= tj, !J.j such 

x) Note that a similar situation occurs in the case of the photon 
exchange between the external current (the photon source) and 
the atom (the photon detector),seethe footnote in sect 3 of the 
author paper 1381 • 
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that Yo> O and all intervals (y - z) 2 are time-like with respect 

to the points i =-(Z1 Oj , 2€ Vs see fig. I. 

Vs V. y 
n 

Fig. I. 

The forward light cone .of Vs 
is shaded; the support of 

U,. lf t) is dotted. 

_ The function ll 11 (~) is localized in the four-dimensior.al region 
y E V,. , ~i; '> 0 · • The product of_ /J{{j J. and Uh (/J) _ does not 

vanish only. whet~ 3 uµp Uh ltJ) can intersect with supp {)[~) , i.e. 
at t > tn = R /c, Rn being the di.stance between Vs 'lnd ~ : 
Rn = min I z-y/, lt tis; y E Vn , see fig. I.· So 4 ~ vanishes at 
t < R,1/c. If Un l:J l is not exactly zero outside V,, then A ,1/; (r) 
would not be ex::ictly zero at t< R11 /c but it is evident that this 
would not contradict the causality. One gets the causal result within 
the precision of the neutron localization.The precision is related 
in no way with the Compton wave-length of the signal carrier, the 
neutrino. 

Recall that the electron of the process V-t- 17_. p+e- is detected 
in the region VJ; approximately. Note that the Vi, diner.si,:m is of 
no importance for the obtained result (actually the ~ dimension is 
much greater that the Vn dimension). 

3.5. The above calculation has been performed in the Heisen~er~ 
picture. In sect. 3 of 1381 I have calculated the inclusive quantity 
similar to a,¾ in the usual interaction picture. Thts Wfls done for 
the case of external current - photon-detecting atom. The calcula
tion turned out to be much more cumbersome than in the Heisenberp: pic
ture. It was demonstrated bow in the final result there arised the 
strictly causal photon D function instead of the Feynman propaRation 
function DF which naturally appears in the interaction picture and 
does not vanish outside the light cone (Ree equation ('33) ir. /381). 
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Appendix A 

An arbitrary_ state of the fermion is g Auperposition of positive
energy Dirac states 

l:i 



(f,. (x) =j~/3f 2r=l,2 [~{f) tl/<(p,,-}exp{1f£) I jU :J,2, ~ ~ (A.I) 

2.11",,, ( ol.tv p + Pr" tn) Ui, {f~ r) = Ep li1 .. {;;,r) I £,::: /~-'-t1~• I. (A.!') 

Fourier transforms 

momentum representation 
of fr U) describe the same state in the 

tfi'lx)= (.21rr3 jd1f 0,{JJ)i!!(f (t'Ft} (A.3) 

tfi,)=lr,.
12 

Cr{fjU,.{i,r) - (A.4) 
I 

Four functions 'ft' (x) or ~• {p) are not independent because 

they are determi_::ed by two arbitrary fur.ctions· Ci-(f) only. One can 

verify that fr (p) satisfies the equation 

~f'l = I., nf'-V ¢,,, ; nt'., = l~v p-i-pf'., mt Vf2-t In; Jr J /2 i/r>-u/ ! (A. 5) 

~,here n is the known positive-energy nrojector. Equation (A.5) is 

equivalent to{~p-tfam)p=El'pan➔ :~ill he used instead of dealing 

with the explicit solutions U~(~r/ of equation (A.2). 

Let us show that the four :'u..-,c:tion 'f"' (~) cannot have bounded 

supports so that plx) =2;.I f"' lx.)/i. cannot vanish outside a bounded 
volume V . 

Suppose the contrary. Then ¢,.. {pj , see (A.3),-are entire 

(analytical everywhere) functions of three complex cor.iponents /J.J , 
pi. , pJ of the momentum p , see the theorem IX.I2 from I 401. 

Then ( n <j> ~. also must be entire because <J:: 17 f . But actually 
( 17 <j> ) , are not entire if <j>,,._. are, because n contains the functi-

on Jp>-iml which is not single-valued (and consequently analyti

cal) everywhere. So our suppositior; that 'fl" {J1.) can have bounded 

supports is not consistent with the equation t)== npl; . For another 
proof see1411• · 

the theorem IX.I3 from 140~ The result can be improved by using 

I shall use its particular (onesided) variant : . 
"Let flx}ej}(l<. 3 ) and let f(i.Je.xp( 8 1xi )6l2/R3)at all b <:: a • 

Then ].(p) , Fourier transform of f Ci) , is analytic in the 

tube region " . ~ P.. : /J,,, p I~ a J 
Note that f{p) has one more property which I do not need 0 

To apply the theorem to our case, suppose that ]jlxJd3x -< 00 
, then 

l.f;,.Ci-)ELJ. for fl= I,2,3,4. Suppose that/'f..,l~)l<C,..exp(-ali/J 

14 

outside 

for 'fr 
must be 

a volume V • Then all premises of the theorem are satisfied 

, in particular ft.li)ex;,(6 lxl}€tfor all b..::. a • So fr"(i.5) 
~nalytical in the tube 

{ lm f / ==[(Imp, }1" + (Im J':1. ;:1. 1- (rm p~ Y- J1li < a 

Let us show that the supposition a> m contradicts the equa

tion p:::.17¢ • Indeed, if the functions ¢,.,. are analytical in the 

tuhe (Im i5/<.a , the~ functions _(n f};.. cannot be analytical 
there because due to Vp._t m: the functions fil"v- are not 

analytical in the region iimji/~m , in particular when m~/Imf /<a 
(see below for the proof of the statement). The obtained contradic

t ion means that I f/'41 cannot decrease outside V faster than 

C,._..:Xf>(-,1/xt)==-C,,..iXf(-mfft-£.)lxl), where e.>O • The smaller 
is £ , the stronger is the restriction for f,., • It is . possible 
that the restriction can be further improved by other means, e.g., 

one would be able to show that / f,- { cannot be smaller than 

CJ< Ix ,-l<JCpl-m Ix/) outside V 
I still have to prove that n,w is· not analytica 1 if{lmji/~m. 

i.e. I should prove that l/p,.-tm 1 is not single-valued at[Impl~/11. 
The set of the branch points of ,j pz+m1. (the cut origins) 

can be found by using the equation p/-1-p}+pf-tmi=/J. Let pK.=jJ,:+idl< 
and rewrite the equation as 

2.,:,0,:: JnJ.-t- ~/(..Pl<.'- I 2,:,.f-K.d.,_ =O l<=i.,2,3 - (A.6) 

To describe the set, I use .Pi, fi and p3 a..:' running variab

les. Then, the first equation in (A._~) s_:1ows t~t 10-J =[Imp/~m at 
all p,,, • The second one means that d .l .f if _p and cf are vectors 

in the same three-dimensional space. The function t/p~tm2 has no 

branch points in the region /Imp/< m • The cuts from the branch points 
must be directed to the infinite point: this gives the needed branch 
of l/r2.+1f12 which is equal to I V11"'+mi I both for positive and negative real 
values of PJ, p .. , p3 • So the branch points and cuts are outside the 

region /Imp J~m • In particular, they are present atm~/Imp/~a if a> m. 

So the following fact is proved: if fplx} d3J< is finite, then 

J){x) cannot decrease faster than C exp (-1ll+£) I ii 1/,\ l outside a 
bounded region (in particular, at fxf ➔ oo ). Here£ is positive 
and can be arbitrary small. This fact determines the possible appro

ximate or effective fermion lcicalization. 
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Appendix B 

By definition the projector n , see (A.5), is equal to the 
sum of projectors onto two independent positive-energy solutions 
of (A.2) 

nMt/ {Ji)= I u,.. (p,,) u/{p, r) 
I r:1,l J 21" u;[p,r)tcl"{f,S)=~·r,s · (B.l) 

In the momentum representation the projection with the help of 
11,...., ( p) is realized by summing over V only, see (A. 5), with out 
integration over momentum. This means that n is diagonal in the 
momentum representation 

11/Avlf>i}= n~,_,{p)S{f-iJ 

(n pJ.CF> = J'ei3.1 ~,., [! .. ,., tf,9) p,.,fi) = 2.., nl',.,(pJ¢,.,tfJ 
Therefore, in the coordinate representation one has 

n,.v {i,9) = (111 r.Jj df f d'~r e •'i ,- 17;-iv lp; j )e 't):_ 
= (.2.r,-flf d1p e Lf (x-j) n,,tjl (p-) = ~<tv (x-;j) ~ 

()3.2) 

EB.3) 

Here, one can use (A. 5) or (B. I) for n/Av {p) . 
Using (B.I) o~: can verify that{n <f.,},. (i.J (see (20) for 1/i ) is 
equal to Af, Lx) , see (II). 

The spinor <p.Z in (9) which is l,ocalized in and near·½ can 
be represented as f~Cx)=j'4.3J 2_.ti .. ,,,l~,g)~,,lj}wheref.<j)is superposi
tion of positive-energy and negative-energy spinors such that 
supp~v = \k , 11= I,E,3,4. It can be shown that 

I tft Ci))< cell st exp {-mp) (B.4) 

at p >> J./m , where .f is the distance between X and ~ : 
p= mill tx-jJ , 9 t: v.., • Let us note that according to App. A I If~ {x) I 
must satisfy simultaneously the inequality 1 

i f; lx) I> Cr tlxp(-m U+£)f) E > tJ • 
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